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             Due to the restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic, there is no doubt that the

inner workings and outward experience of Gamma have taken a dramatic turn. With

scattered members, a lack of available meeting space, and often impossible social

distancing requirements, the majority of the chapter’s operations were pushed online

last March and remain virtual today. 

          During this time, platforms such as Zoom have proven incredibly useful for

facilitating meetings and presentations of all kinds. Furthermore, though the online

environment is certainly far from ideal, social events have been forced to adapt as

well. This massive pivot has yielded successful virtual game nights, a heated trivia

competition, an epic Family Feud showdown, and much more. However, as scientific

research suggests, face-to-face communication simply provides better interaction

and more abundant happiness to the parties involved. Therefore, to expand our

opportunities and foster improved brotherhood, making in-person social events

happen for the chapter has been my primary focus as Director of Social.   

          Despite my eager intentions to follow through with this initiative, I came to

find early on in the semester that the process of doing so would not be as cut-and-

dry as expected. Instead, any large gathering I wished to hold in person would be

subject to the red tape of Drake’s administration. More specifically, after providing

details, timelines, COVID-19 safety measures, attendee waivers, and more, each

potential event would need to be intensely examined by a group of Drake officials

and approved by their unanimous decision. Though a frustrating obstacle and

slowing factor indeed, persisting through these procedures was more than worth the

fantastic plans that they made possible.

          First, the chapter was permitted to attend an Iowa Wild game at the Wells

Fargo Arena in downtown Des Moines. In addition to experiencing the excitement of

the venue, the action-packed game was filled with ups and downs that kept us

gasping and cheering at every turn. Second, after a two-year hiatus, Gamma’s End-

of-Year Formal will be returning this month and held in person at the Iowa Events

Center! After a long and tedious course of preparation, I am beyond thrilled to see

how this event pans out. 

In-Person Social Events Resume
Jack Ekholm, Director of Social



           In conglomeration with these large-scale

excursions, I also hoped to facilitate smaller

and more casual opportunities for members to

spend time together in person. This kicked off

towards the beginning of the semester with

our first Gamma Brunch, a Sunday morning

tradition that has continued biweekly ever

since. Next, we enjoyed a delicious group

dinner in Dogtown at the end of February

before returning to campus for a screening of

the powerful recent movie Just Mercy. 

          After the aforementioned Iowa Wild

outing in mid-March – and upon popular

request – I designed and hosted a team egg

hunt competition to celebrate the arrival of

the spring season. With hidden eggs scattered

across campus, participants searched

frantically to uncover them and earn points to

solidify their victory.

          Finally, following what I hope to be a

successful Formal in mid-April, the chapter

will close out the semester with the Explore

Des Moines event in early May. Sending teams

on a wild race around the city, this contest will

bring all competitors to a celebratory final

destination where we will enjoy “one last

hoorah” before heading home for the

summer. In the end, with almost three full

semesters and over a year of this pandemic in

the books, my wish is that members will look

back fondly upon these rare but refreshing,

exciting, and much-needed in-person

experiences. 



           This semester I was able to host Chi Chapter's second-ever virtual Recruitment

Week! This meant that all events were held through Zoom. Since we were able to learn

what worked best in the fall, our Gamma brothers managed to have a fantastic time at

all the events during this Ready Player One themed Recruitment Week!

          Starting on Monday, Meet & Greet was held through Zoom using breakout rooms

and potential new members came for their first experience with the Gamma brothers.

Our chapter did an amazing job at keeping potential new members engaged and

interested in the fraternity. On Tuesday, we held a Game Night where our brothers and

potential new members were divided into breakout rooms in Zoom dependent on the

games they wanted to play. The games included Jackbox, Drawasaurus, and more. As

always, our brothers were fiercely competitive even in a virtual setting.

          On Friday, we held Pop Culture Trivia Night where we created Kahoots to test out

knowledge on various fun topics. The topics ranged from Pop Culture, Ready Player

One, 80’s Movies, and Disney. It was fun watching the PNM’s and Gamma brothers see

who was the winner in each category. 

          To wrap up Recruitment Week, potential new members who signed up for an

interview to join Gamma were interviewed by members of the Executive Council (EC).

This served as a great way for the EC to get to know the potential new members, and

for the potential new members to gain professional experience through interviewing.

          Gamma Iota Sigma gained one new member, Brendan, to our chapter and we

couldn't be more thrilled! He was activated into the chapter a couple of weeks later, and

I am thoroughly impressed with how involved he has already become within the

chapter. It was an honor to host virtual Recruitment Week, and I can't wait to see how

our members will keep positively impacting the Chi Chapter in the future!

Rho Class Recruitment
Blair Anderson, Director of Recruitment and Ritual



core: an actuarial conference for students to learn from industry professionals. We had three

companies present keynote presentations and six companies present breakout sessions. These

nine companies and more also participated in an organized networking Q&A session. 

          The event was hosted on April 9th and over 150 students from 30 universities signed up

to attend. There were also nine teams that competed in the case competition for $2,400 in

prize money. Thankfully, there were no technical issues and attendance during the events was

better than expected. Overall, the Symposium was a great success. The students were engaged

with the speakers, asking questions, and expanding their networks with professionals and other

attendees. We look forward to having an in-person Drake Symposium for 2022!

Life Hack!

Your insanely good job has caused you to make more money

than you can possibly spend, and you don't know what to do

with all of your extra cash!

Return of the Drake Symposium

          This spring, the Chi chapter hosted the 2021

Drake Symposium after previously having to cancel

the 2020 Symposium as a result of the pandemic. This

year’s symposium was very different from the

traditional symposium and with that came its own

unique challenges to overcome. First and foremost, we

had to adapt to create a symposium in a virtual

environment. This meant all the speakers and

keynotes had to transition virtually, and we had to

come up with new ways to network and host a case

competition with students and industry professionals.

We chose to simplify the symposium experience to its 

Benjamin Ticali, VP of Professionalism
and Director, Drake Symposium

Problem:

Solution:
Donate to the Chi Chapter! We put each one of your dollars to

good use. Donations can be made through the Alumni

Donation Form included in this email!



Gamma Goes Global

          I know it may come as no surprise that after graduation I will be teaching English

in a private school in South Korea. Many people who have met me or known my

journey through college have heard about my goal to someday work in Asia. This is

something I have been aiming for since studying abroad in South Korea in summer

2018 after my freshman year of college. It was life-changing for me and I learned so

much about the cultural differences between the East and the West. I hope one day to

work in a business focused on this topic; however, I need to get some networking done

around there to achieve this. My friends in South Korea have told me about how they

had American teachers throughout their schooling who taught them English and

helped me research the different programs in not only South Korea but Asia as well. I

also have friends who have gone to teach English after college and reached out to

them for help.

          I found this program by searching online through many different programs that

are offered around the world. In South Korea, there are programs for both private and

public schools, the more popular being the Epik program for public schools. I decided

against this as I have friends who have done that program and said was hard as a first-

time teacher in public schools. CIEE offers both public and private schools in their

program which is why I choose to work with them. They also provide a 150 TEFL

(Teaching English as a Foreign Language) course in their program for the applicants.

This is not included in many other programs and is vital to get hired as a teacher. As

for what age I will be teaching, I will be teaching young adolescents- mostly

kindergarten and young elementary students. This means I will be teaching those with

lower levels of English knowledge. I will also be teaching smaller classes due to being

in a private school. 

          I could have also taught in China, Japan, or Thailand, however, after

considerations about where I want to work in the future and level of English

knowledge with each respected public, I chose South Korea. This is also because I have

friends there and want to visit my past internship place from last summer. I am also

learning Korean which aided in my choice. Many programs offer free housing to

teachers, that are often in central areas of the cities they work in. This is one of the

things that helped finalize my decision. I know trying to find housing in a new country

is hard and this would allow me to focus on my job more. 

Marissa Owens



         The biggest reason I chose to teach English in

Asia, specifically South Korea, is because I want to do

graduate school after I get a better knowledge of the

language. The best way to learn a language is to be

surrounded by it and I cannot do that in the United

States. I also just wanted to get to know the culture

more and be able to have a job after graduation that

will aid me in the future. Traveling between countries

(when we can) is something that is so much easier

once I am in South Korea. I plan on traveling to many

different countries around there in the coming years.

The top ones right now on my list are China,

Malaysia, Singapore, Japan, Nepal, and Thailand. The

cost to fly there from South Korea is so much cheaper

than flying from the USA, which is a huge bonus, plus

it makes it much easier to visit friends who are from

Asia. Overall, my choice to teach abroad is quite an

easy decision for me as I have thought about it for

years. I know this will cause a huge time zone

difference between me and my friends here in the

USA, but I know it is the best step for me. 

          If anyone has questions about teaching abroad

or wants to contact me, my contact information for

after graduation is below. As always, I will make time

for anyone if they want to talk, even with the time

zone gap once I am abroad and even before I leave.

 

Marissa Owens

mowen3107@outlook.com 

612-245-9670

mailto:mowen3107@outlook.com


Check out where our seniors are
going after graduation!

@dugamma

Thanks to our EC for an amazing semester!

@drakesymposium

@dugammaiotasigmaGamma Iota Sigma
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